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that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished to all good works,

The passage doesn't k define very clearly what inspiration means, but the

passage -tek-taken together with other passages defines it quite definitely.

Now, there was much discussion about this about 50 hea years ago, it gets

a little more advanced, because when the American Standard e&-Version

came out , 'he American Standard Version translates this passage, Every

scripture inspired of God is also proftctable, and there were many who m4t

made much ag4te4e- agitation about that, considering that to be a very un

Christian and incorrect rendering Every scripture inspired of God, and so the

Revised Standard Version has gone back to the King lames in this regard and

translates this passage just about exactly as the King James did. The Revised

Stard-Standard says, All scripture is inspired of God and profitable for teaching

and so on. And many people have rejoiced that the Revised Standard Version

has become more orthodox thantR thoan the American Standard Version of 1901.

in regard to this verse, but they are wrong, because in the Greek the word is

is not there. In the reek you do not need the words In Greek I t is
occasional3

in Hebrew it is frequent to express a sentencle with puttdng the subject and

the predicate without putting any copular anywhere.. . you just put the two

next to each other, and so the Greek literally is all, or every--eitl r translation
scripture

is quite accurate, Øs-4s-inspired by God , and then comes the word which

the King James translates and and the Revised Standard Version translates also,

and or also profitable, well, if you interpret the American Standard Verkslon

as I believe that it should be interpreted, it would be every scripture inspired

of God is also profitable. In other words, every scripture since it is inspired

of God is also profitable, it doesn't direct any just to put the Bill. e up on the
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